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This roundtable is different than the previous five roundtables on CFConversations.
Inspired by the ColdFusion Weekly roundtable on Flex frameworks, and by popular demand, this episode is
part one of a two part series on ColdFusion controller-based frameworks, and the first part of an ongoing series
on ColdFusion frameworks in general. Although people were asking for it, this series is something I intended to do
from the very early on in this podcast's development, and it was about time to start them.
For this episode, which was recorded on Friday, October 10th, we have:
Brian Meloche (moderator)
Kurt Wiersma (representing Mach-ii)
Russ Johnson (representing ColdBox)
John Farrar (representing SOS and Co-op)
Isaac Dealey (representing onTap)
Rick Mason (uses a simpler, homegrown framework)
Now... are you reading this, and are saying, "Hey!!! Where's Fusebox?? Where's Model-Glue?" Well, those
frameworks, as well as ColdFusion on Wheels, a framework agnostic and an anti-framework person, are
represented in part two of this series, which was recorded on October 15th and is still being edited at the time of
writing this post. We had to plan for two sessions, and with scheduling conflicts, this is the alignment we got.
Some had advocated doing all of the major frameworks together, but that wasn't possible with scheduling.
Considering how well both episodes came out, I wouldn't change a thing! :-)
We're planning to do a series of frameworks roundtables over the next few months. We'll do roundtables that
discuss Dependency Injection/Inversion of Control frameworks, database/ORM frameworks, and unit testing
frameworks. Those episodes have not been recorded at this time, but we're planning to do those episodes after MAX
MAX in December and into 2009.
I think you'll really enjoy this episode! It was fun to do, and we got into a lot of interesting points. What you won't
hear is the 4 1/2 hour discussion most of us continued after the podcast recording was done... but, you know what
they say... What happens on Skype STAYS ON Skype! :-)
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